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PC 
Norton abrasives proposes a full range of large diameter diamond 
blades for the industry of concrete slabs, prestressed concrete, 
hollowcore slabs and AAC. Experience in a wide range of applications 
in Europe and other continents allowed Norton to develop PC Vita the 
latest portfolio of blades for the slab industry.

PC Vita offers a number of performance grades in order to satisfy 
all requirements of hardness, geometry and reinforcement in the work 
piece. Detailed information on aggregates, rebars and hollow design 
can help us to offer the most adapted level of wear and life.

Technical Features:
- Narrow Gullet 
- Standard diameters range: PC Vita standard diameters range from 900 to 1200 mm, but wider diameter can be available on demand.
- Sandwich Segment Technology. The higher concentration of the outer layers of the segments allows the wear to be straight instead 
   of rounded, keeping a clean cut, and a better clearance  so to improve life of the steel center.

- Techno and Sandwich steel centers available for low noise blades. 
- Standard segment: Height 18mm, Length 40mm and Width from 7.5 to 8.5mm (this last one will depend on requirements)
- Bore sizes and connection holes as per customer requirement.
- For wet applications and maximum peripheral speed of 63m/s (recommended between 45 and 55 m/s). 

Made to Order:
With more than 100 years’ experience in the abrasive industry Norton knows that each customer has different requirements and 
expectations. Our industrial blades department, in close relation with R&D and the commercial team, can work to develop blades 
for the customers’ special requirements. Experience on many kind of machines as Weiler, Elematic, Prensoland, Echoprecast, etc. 
and on very different kinds of concrete products, allows us to be the best reference for any of our customers’ needs. 
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